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BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN

B

haratiya
Vidya
Bhavan
is
a
registered society and a
Charitable Trust founded
in 1938 by Dr K.M.
Munshi, a far-sighted
visionary and a practical
idealist, along with three
of his close associates with
the blessings of Mahatma
Gandhi to preserve and
propagate Sanskrit, the
mother of languages. It had
the privilege of association
of distinguished Freedom
fighters and leaders of preindependence and postindependence India such as Dr Rajendra Prasad, the first President of India, Pt. Jawaharlal
Nehru, the first Prime Minister of India, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the first Home Minister
of India, Shri C Rajagopalachari, and others.
Over the years the Bhavan has steadily grown into a comprehensive, co-operative
national movement, with an international outlook, for the promotion of ethical and
spiritual values and Indian cultural heritage in the last 84 years through its 367 institutions
across India and 7 centres abroad, staff strength of over 6000 and student base of about
3,00,000; it is probably the largest Non-governmental and Charitable organization in the
country.
The Bhavan’s activities touch “all aspects of life from the cradle to the grave and
beyond” as Prime Minister Nehru (Founder Member of the Bhavan) averred on the first
of his many visits to the Bhavan in 1950. The Bhavan is an adventure in faith. We seek to
inculcate the value-based life through (1) Comprehensive educational institutions: from
kindergarten to post-graduate training in Sanskrit and Vedic studies; Dance, Drama and
Music; Arts, Science, Commerce, Engineering, Management, Sociology, Life and Health
Sciences; and (2) Publications named Book University which cover a wide range and
variety of subjects of ancient and modern thought.
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN
Over the year, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan has been recognised for its outstanding contribution towards
promotion of Indian Culture, ethos, heritage and education. Following are some of the recognitions bestowed
on the organisation by the Govt. of India.

•

Rajiv Gandhi Award for National Integration-1992
For Bhavan’s outstanding contribution to National Integration particularly through its “Sarva Dharma
Maitri Pratisthan”.

•

Communal Harmony Award -1999
By the Government of India for Bhavan’s outstanding contribution to the cause of communal harmony
and National Integration.

•

International Gandhi Peace prize -2002
By the Government of India for Bhavan’s significant contribution towards spread of education, integration
of the best of ancient and modern values and promotion of peace and harmony among all faiths and
communities.

•

Educational Institution of National Eminence
For its contribution in the field of education, culture, religion. Literature, community service and heritage
preservation and propagation. (Under sectiuon80 (G) 2(iii) of the Income Tax Act, under this section,
donation to the Bhavan will have 100% tax rebate).
Over the years from being a modest Indological research institution, it has steadily grown into a
comprehensive, co-operative, apolitical, national movement with an international outlook. It seeks
to inculcate a value-based life. The promotion of ethical and spiritual values in everything that it does.
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan steadfastly adheres to the Vedic ideal:

vk uks Hknzk% Øroks ;Urq fo ÜÒr%A (ÍXosn 1-89-1)

"Let noble thoughts come to us from every side" (Rig Veda 1.89.1)
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

The most important function of education at any level is to develop the personality of the
individual and the significance of his life to himself and to others.
– Grayson Kirk
With this note, I welcome the students to the portals of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College, Delhi
Kendra and wish them memorable and rewarding study tenure and emerge as professionals with
a distinctive edge. Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan has come a long way in its quest for fostering quality
education in Indian society, education which is deeply rooted in our age-old traditions and culture. I
would urge the future educators to study with passion and work hard to reach their goal.
The basic purpose of education is not just imparting knowledge as is generally perceived but
also to enable students to understand and discover themselves, realize their complete potential and
be a complete human being rooted in our age-old traditions and values. At Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,
students would progress through increasingly empowering stages, from harvesting information to
gaining knowledge, to reaching understanding and finally to forming convictions.
Our objective of imparting quality education, combined with fostering innovative thinking,
application of knowledge, inculcating professional ethics and consciousness to social responsibilities,
I am sure will be met at BVB college, Delhi Kendra in an integrated form completely.
I extend my greetings to BVB Delhi Kendra for initiating this endeavor and extend a cordial
welcome to the students joining the college and wish them a very promising and successful professional
career and life ahead.
Chinamaya R. Garekhan
Chairman
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan
New Delhi
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DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

It gives me immense pleasure in welcoming on behalf of the entire Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan family,
the newest milestone- Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College, DK in the galaxy of ever expanding Bhavan
universe.
Nobody can ignore a historical legacy, especially when it includes such towering personalities like
Mahatma Gandhi, Sh.K.M. Munshi,Dr. Rajendra Prasad and Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. Throughout its
journey of more than seven decades Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan has successfully carried this legacy on
its shoulders. Through education, the organization has successfully taken forward Indian message of
peace, harmony, and tolerance.
At Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College, we ensure that we provide students with a deeply transformative
experience- intellectually, socially, and professionally with emphasis on our age-old values- that will
prepare them to be an able educator, a leader, and a good citizen.
We believe that advancements happen when diverse ideas, approaches and thinking exchange.
The facilities in the college have been developed keeping in mind holistic education and
development. We endeavour to make our students agent of change who can act as catalyst in bringing
about transformative changes in the lives of their students. Quality teaching and learning in this light is
the absolute need of the hour. We will provide milieu of opportunities to experience the finer nuances
of life.
I again welcome you all to be a part of this institution and contribute to the process of nationbuilding..
Ashok Pradhan
(IAS, Retd.)
Director, BVB
Delhi Kendra
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REGISTRAR’S MESSAGE

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.”
—Nelson Mandela
Education is the manifestation of love and my most cherished possession. Education drives away
ignorance and through illumination it emboldens a man to a righteous thought and action.
I am pleased to write this message for the students of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College, Delhi
Kendraa college that will definitely set an example of how, with a strong institutional commitment and
academic rigor a brand could be established.
In order to accomplish the vision and mission, BVB, Delhi Kendra is prepared to take as much effort
as possible for the betterment of academic scenario of Formal Education in India. I strongly believe that
education is an effective medium of social transformation. I am greatly rejoiced to see the progressive
futuristic outlook and continual growth in the quality of all academic and non academic activities of
BVB, conducted with a great deal of commitment to meet the expectations of all the stakeholders.
I get encouragement, looking at bright and successful careers of our students, which subsequently
benefit the society. I feel proud that BVB is striving hard to prepare students for shaping modern India
by commitment towards integrity, social justice and inclusion. The college is committed to adopt and
implement the provisions of the National Education Policy (NEP 2020).
I wish the best of fortune, peace and prosperity to all who contribute to the noble task of spreading
quality education and offer my warm greetings and best wishes to all the prospective new students of
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College, Delhi Kendra.
Shri Rajesh K. Mishra
(IAS (Retd.)
Registrar, BVB
Delhi Kendra
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DEPUTY REGISTRAR’S MESSAGE

Education is a way to promote Indian culture and national values.
At Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, we promote education which is contemporary yet rooted
in Indian culture and tradition. We believe that education is a means to solve the social
problems and evils that the society has been inflicted with. So, at BVB we work towards
strengthening the mind of our students so that they become confident in carrying out
their task legally, morally and ethically, rooted deep in Indian culture and traditions. At
BVB we pay as much attention to the means of work as to its ends. Our collective focus
is on innovative classroom teaching along with co-curricular activities which fosters the
holistic growth of our students.
I wish each one of you a very productive academic session..
Mr. Vijay Bhardwaj
Dy. Registrar
BVB, Delhi Kendra
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE

Dear Students,
It is indeed a matter of great pleasure to welcome all of you in the auspices of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,
an organization with luminous history spanning across eight decades. Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College (BVB
College) Delhi Kendra is the latest landmark in the untiring journey of Bhavan providing quality education to
Indian society across levels and disciplines.
In the words of Ben Sasse ‘An institution of higher education is a partnership among students and alumni, faculty and administrators, donors and trustees, neighborhoods and more, to build a community - and a
culture’. BVB as an institution thoroughly believes in the idea and would like to take it further ‘to shape future
academicians, practitioners and citizens of our country to become independent and responsible thinkers’. In
consonance with Bhavan’s ideology of revitalizing ancient values and reintegrating them to suit the changing
needs of modern times, the college endeavours to provide the best kind of futuristic learning experiences to
our students, which are rooted in the multi- cultural ethos of our society so that they are able to assimilate
whatever is good in the new, without being swept away from their traditional moorings. The focus must be
on each one becoming a life-long learner. Learning never stops and should never stop. I would like to quote
Abigail Adams,“Learning is not attained by chance; it must be sought for with ardor and attended to with diligence”. Acquisition of degrees and certificates should never be the aim; in today’s ever-changing times Learning to Learn, Unlearn and Relearn and the skills required to keep oneself abreast and ahead of times.
Therefore, it is imperative that an institution of higher education has to orient their students in such a way
that they are able to recognise their own talents and potentialities; and they are able to give these a positive
direction for fulfillment of their personal as well as societal, professional and national needs. Students passing
out of here would not be merely professional degree holders but will be institutions in themselves.
Wishing each one of you All the Best !!!
Dr. Geetika Datta
Principal, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College,
Delhi Kendra
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VISION, MISSION AND VALUES OF THE COLLEGE
VISION:
To be a premier institution of Higher Education striving for excellence in orienting future generation of
Practitioners in such a manner that they can bring out the best in themselves and their potentialities; so that
they develop into a well-balanced personality contributing towards their personal, societal as well as national
upliftment.

MISSION:
To fulfill the purpose of education elucidated by Kulapati K M Munshiji’s and to translate Munshiji’s vision
into reality, the following are the missions of the College:
•

To create academically proficient practitioners who are socially and culturally sensitive and reflective.

•

To develop the right kind of knowledge, skills and attitudes among future practitioners so that they are
able shoulder the responsibility of being a professional in the 21st Century.

•

To give students Roots in terms of our age-old Values and Wings in terms of realising and bringing to the
fore their innate capacities, capabilities and potentialities.

•

To make each and every student not only acknowledge but accept and celebrate diversity in all its diverse
manifestations.

•

To bring about an all-round and holistic development of personality through educational experiences
which are in consonance with the ideals of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan and its belief in “Knowledge is Nectar”.

CORE VALUES
Built on the vision that education services as a keystone in improving society and building better futures for
all, BVB Delhi Kendra commit to our core values of:
•

HARMONY OF ALL FAITHS: Indian Culture is composite and comprehensive and includes the cultures
of all religions and communities. It believes in the fusion and synthesis of the basic ideals and tenets of all
faiths, and an equal respect for all religions.

•

EXCELLENCE: We strive for excellence in all our academic pursuits. We are committed to innovation in
our teaching and outreach to our communities. We commit to continuous self- improvement to achieve
excellence in all our endeavours.

•

INTEGRITY: BVB has the best quality of teaching with the highest standards of professional behaviour
and ethics. We are transparent, honest, and ethical in all our interactions with students and other
stakeholders of profession.

•

PROFESSIONAL DUTY: The College shall uphold high quality academic status, ethical and quality
standards in terms of services provided to enhance professional competence by providing the highest
level of education to all.

•

INNOVATION: We identify and develop teaching-learning enhancement programs and process,
improvement techniques/tools. We always look towards forward thinking solutions to overcome all
weaknesses.
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BHAVAN’s VALUES
•

Truth, Love and Beauty: They are the three names of our self. To understand the meaning of Life, a
harmony between Truth, Love and Beauty is essential. A world without beauty and love is without
fulfillment, and a world without truth is without substance.

•

Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam: The whole world is one family so making student teacher prepare for active
participation not just at the National but at International level

•

Empowerment: growing by Learning and realising innate potentials to maximum

•

Inclusion: Respect for multiple perspectives and view-points leading to multi-culturalism and tolerance

•

Integrity: Quality of being honest and having strong moral values

•

Lifelong Learning: Embracing life as a learning experience and being open to all kinds of experiences

•

Celebrating Diversity: Respect to each and every individual irrespective of caste, class, creed, religion,
language, sexual orientation or abilities

•

Collaboration: working together with other people and organisation for shared vision and goals

•

Personal and Professional Balance: Maintaining a healthy balance between personal life and professional
life

•

Relationships: Maintaining and valuing various relationships in life

•

Excellence: Pursuing excellence continually to exceed expectations

•

Fairness and Justness: To give just and fair treatment to one and all

•

Compassion: To be an empathetic human being and have a compassionate disposition

Code of Conduct
The following are expectations from Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College, Delhi Kendra students:
1. Adherence to norms of GGSIPU and BVB.
2. Strict Adherence to attendance norms as prescribed by GGSIPU pertaining to theory & practical courses.
3. Adherence to civic sense & sensitivity for environment.
4. Adherence to decent & appropriate dressing fit for an educational professional.
5. Adherence to the college timetable and schedule.
6. Respect for faculty members & other Staff of College & BVB always.
7. Respect for College & BVB property, building, furniture & other infrastructural facilities.
8. Adherence to decent & appropriate behavior at all times in BVB premises.
9. Adherence to values such as Discipline, Honesty, Punctuality, diligence etc.
10.

Not indulging in Ragging/Teasing/Bullying/Eve-teasing/Smoking/Use of tobacco/drugs/other
intoxicants, indecent & abusive behavior, or language.

11. The College reserves the right to take appropriate disciplinary action against any student found to be
indulging in any inappropriate behavior.
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Special Features of
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College, Delhi Kendra
•

Qualified Faculty:
The College has a dedicated & professionally qualified full-time faculty & guest faculty of rich experiences
with the best of credentials and publications and having sound expertise in their fields. Faculty members
equip their students academically with wide vision of life to help them achieve new frontiers of knowledge.
It is said that institutions of higher education are known by their faculty and we are proud to boast of the
best of faculty in terms of knowledge and experience.

•

Innovative and Participative Learning:
Academically strengthening the students with the best of educational practices is the major focus for
which we adopt a blended learning method based on participatory learning which sharpens the analytical
and reasoning skills of students. Latest Case Studies, Field visits, Live Projects, Group projects, esteemed
expert talks, Group Discussions, Debates, Seminars and Workshops are organized using latest ICT as a
regular part of the curriculum.

•

Rich Reference and Reading Material:
The College has also a very rich Library consisting of good titles ranging from reputed national and
international publications and a fully equipped Computer Lab facility with Internet connectivity.

•

Mentoring:
In Academic programs, mentoring process is highly encouraged for personal and professional development
of students. In the College, Student groups are made and faculty mentors get associated with them which
at different levels and in different capacities which help in confidence building and provide psycho-social
support; so that student teachers can communicate and acquire fine nuances of being an educator &
develop the sensitivities and sensibilities required of a modern-day educator.

•

Location and Connectivity:
The college is located in the Mehta Sadan of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Building, Kasturba Gandhi Marg,
New Delhi- 110001, one of the most prestigious locations in New Delhi located in the heart of the city
which is very well connected by Metro and local transport system and it is extremely convenient for the
students to reach the Institution.
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ADMISSION BROCHURE
ACADEMIC SESSION — 2022-23

PART–A
DETAILS OF PROGRAMMES
•B.B.A. •B.COM.(H)
•B.A.ENG(H) •B.A.ECO(H)
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ABOUT THE COURSES

B.B.A. Course
B.B.A is a three year full-time professional programme for intermediate students, aspiring
to be an entrepreneur /business professionals/practitioner/researcher in the field of business
administration.
Affiliated to : GGSIP University, New Delhi
Intake: 60
•

60 Students via Common Entrance Test (CET). Prospective Students are requested to refer
to GGSIPU website for all details.

•

The college does not offer management quota seats.

CET Code for B.B.A. Programme: 125
Common Entrance Test: For all details, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)
Eligibility criteria (as per GGSIPU Norms) The College strictly adheres to the norms of GGSIPU
for Admission Criteria & Course Content.

Eligibility Criteria:
•

Pass in 12th Class of 10+2 of CBSE or equivalent with a minimum of 50% marks in
aggregate*

•

Must also have passed English (core or elective or functional) as a subject.

Admission Criteria: Admission will be done based on CET conducted by GGSIPU.
Note: * Aggregate of 50% marks in the 12th class for the purpose of eligibility will be taken as the
aggregate of the best four subjects (unless otherwise specified) including English and compulsory
subject(s), if any. These compulsory subjects will vary for various programmes. The details of
compulsory subject(s) (if changed) whatever applicable will be notified on university website
before start of the counselling.
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Part A

ABOUT THE COURSES

B.Com. (H)
Affiliated to : GGSIP University, New Delhi
Intake: 60
•

60 Students via Common Entrance Test (CET). Prospective Students are requested to refer to
GGSIPU website for all details.

•

The college does not offer management quota seats.

CET Code for B.Com.(H) Programme: 146
Common Entrance Test: For all details, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)
Eligibility criteria (as per GGSIPU Norms) The College strictly adheres to the norms of GGSIPU for
Admission Criteria & Course Content.

Eligibility Criteria:
•

50% in aggregate* in 10+2 examination / senior school certificate examination of C.B.S.E. as
minimum marks for admission to B.Com with pass in five subjects (One language and four
elective subjects) or an examination recognized as equivalent to that.

•

Pre-University Examination (Two years after ten years of schooling) of an Indian school /college
OR Intermediate Examination of an Indian University / Board or an Examination recognized as
equivalent to that (Pass in Five written subjects)

•

Indian School Certificate Examination (12 years) conducted bythe Council for the Indian School
Certificate Examination, New Delhi (Pass in Five writtensubjects).

•

Examination of a foreign University / Board which isrecognized as equivalent to 10+2 CBSE
examination/or Indianuniversity.

Admission Criteria: Admission will be done based on CET conducted by GGSIPU.
Note: * Aggregate of 50% marks in the 12th class for the purpose of eligibility will be taken as the aggregate
of the best four subjects (unless otherwise specified) including English and compulsory subject(s), if any.
These compulsory subjects will vary for various programmes. The details of compulsory subject(s) (if
changed) whatever applicable will be notified on university website before start of the counselling.
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ABOUT THE COURSES

B.A. Eco.(H)
Affiliated to : GGSIP University, New Delhi
Intake: 60
•

60 Students via Common Entrance Test (CET). Prospective Students are requested to refer
to GGSIPU website for all details.

•

The college does not offer management quota seats.

CET Code for B.A.Eco.(H) Programme: 197
Common Entrance Test: For all details, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)
Eligibility criteria (as per GGSIPU Norms) The College strictly adheres to the norms of GGSIPU
for Admission Criteria & Course Content.

Eligibility Criteria:
•

Candidates with an aggregate* of 50% marks in 10+2 level examination compulsory study at
10+2 Level from a recognized State and Central Government board with Mathematics and
English compulsory subjects at 10+2 Level.

Admission Criteria: Admission will be done based on CET conducted by GGSIPU.
Note: * Aggregate of 50% marks in the 12th class for the purpose of eligibility will be taken as the
aggregate of the best four subjects (unless otherwise specified) including English and compulsory
subject(s), if any. These compulsory subjects will vary for various programmes. The details of
compulsory subject(s) (if changed) whatever applicable will be notified on university website
before start of the counselling.
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Part A

ABOUT THE COURSES

B.A. Eng.(H)
Affiliated to : GGSIP University, New Delhi
Intake: 60
•

60 Students via Common Entrance Test (CET). Prospective Students are requested to refer to
GGSIPU website for all details.

•

The college does not offer management quota seats.
CET Code for B.A.Eng.(H) Programme: 184

Common Entrance Test: For all details, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)		
Eligibility criteria (as per GGSIPU Norms) The College strictly adheres to the norms of GGSIPU
for Admission Criteria & Course Content.

Eligibility Criteria:
•

Candidates with an aggregate* of 50% marks in 10 + 2 level examination from a recognized
State and Central Government board (for example, C.B.S.E) with compulsory English at
10+2 level.

Admission Criteria: Admission will be done based on CET conducted by GGSIPU.
Note: * Aggregate of 50% marks in the 12th class for the purpose of eligibility will be taken as the
aggregate of the best four subjects (unless otherwise specified) including English and compulsory
subject(s), if any. These compulsory subjects will vary for various programmes. The details of
compulsory subject(s) (if changed) whatever applicable will be notified on university website
before start of the counselling.
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Important Eligibility Conditions as per GGSIPU Admission Brochure
1. Only Indian/Overseas Citizens of India/Nepal Citizens candidates are eligible for admission through
this admission brochure subject to fulfillment of eligibility and admission criterion(s). For admission of
students who are not citizens of India, the Office of International Affairs, of the University, shall issue a
separate admission brochure.
2. The qualifying examinations of all candidates must be over before the commencement of classes for the
year of admissions. In general, the classes shall commence from the 1st working day of the month of
August unless otherwise specified.
3. Age limit: Not more than 35 years as on 01.08.2022.Candidates desirous of applying for age relaxation as
per norms above should apply in writing to Registrar, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University. The
application should reach the Academics Division of the University on the specified date at the address:In
charge (Admissions), Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, Sector 16C, Dwarka, New Delhi
110078.Late applications shall be summarily rejected.
4. If a candidate takes admission based on a false age claim, the admission of such a candidate shall be
cancelled with forfeiture of entire fees paid, as and when such cases are detected.
5. Age Relaxation: The upper age limit may be relaxed up to a maximum of five years in exceptional cases
by the Admission Officer (designated) of the concerned programme (except the following CET’s MBBS/
BDS) if he/she is satisfied with the merit of the case. Candidates exceeding the upper age limit up to five
years may provisionally apply/ appear in the Common Entrance Test. However, they would be required
to submit to the satisfaction of the Admission Officer an explanation regarding the gap period, i.e., the
details of the period spent by him/her after passing the qualifying examination to justify the relaxation.
Such explanation should be in the form of an application to the concerned Admission Officer along with
supporting documents (if any). Any relaxation of age beyond this shall be given by the Registrar of the
University.
i.

The candidates desirous of applying for age relaxation should apply in writing to Registrar, Guru
Gobind Singh Indraprastha University. The application should reach the Admission Division of the
University on the specified date mentioned by the university at the address: In charge (Admissions),
Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, Dwarka, Sector 16C, Delhi 110078. Late applications
shall be summarily rejected.

ii. If a candidate takes admission based on a false age claim, the admission of such a candidate shall be
cancelled with forfeiture of entire fees paid, as and when such cases are detected.
6. Physical Fitness: The applicant must be in a good mental and physical health and should be free from
any physical/mental defect which is likely to interfere with his/her studies including active outdoor duties
required of a professional. Accordingly, all the students shall be required to submit a Medical Certificate
indicating fitness from a Doctor with valid registration under the Medical Council of India act, at the time
of admissions/counselling.
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Part A

Result Awaited/ Compartment/Supplementary Cases:
i.

All such candidates who have appeared in the qualifying examination (irrespective of the outcome of their
result) will be eligible to appear in the CET 2021-22 and all such candidates will be provisionally admitted
in the respective programmes.

ii. All admissions in the University shall be provisional till regularized by the University.
iii. Result of qualifying examinations to fulfil the eligibility criteria for admission in a specific programme
of study (as specified in admission brochure) for the admissions to the University must be declared on
or before the grant of admission to the candidate. The candidate will have to submit the final result of
qualifying degree proving his/her eligibility on or before 31st Oct. 2022 to the Principal of the college.
The candidate shall give documentary proof of having appeared in the last semester/ year of qualifying
examination at the time of reporting in the college. The candidate will also give an Undertaking as given
in Appendix 5 of Part E of GGSIPU Admission Brochure 2022. The college adheres to all the rules and
regulations of GGSIPU as given on their website www.ipu.ac.in and as amended from time to time.
Candidates are requested to visit the university website from time to time for all updates.
iv. In case of admissions based on online mode of counselling the mark-sheet / grade-sheet / authenticated
copy of result (by office of controller of examinations / registrar of the University, or designated officer of
the board of examinations) of qualifying examination fulfilling the eligibility criteria is to be compulsorily
submitted by the candidate on the date/time of reporting to the institution where admission has been
offered / granted. Failure to submit the mark-sheet / grade-sheet / authenticated copy of result at the time
of reporting on the said date would lead to cancellation of provisional admission offered / granted to the
candidate.
v.

In case of admissions offered / granted through offline counselling / open house counselling / spot
counselling / supplementary rounds of counselling, the mark-sheet / grade-sheet / authenticated copy of
result (by office of controller of examinations / registrar of the University, or designated officer of the board
of examinations) of qualifying examination fulfilling the eligibility criteria is to be compulsorily submitted
by the candidate at the time of offer of admission to the candidate. Failure to submit the mark-sheet /
grade-sheet / authenticated copy of result at the time of reporting on the said date / time would lead to
cancellation of provisional admission offered / granted to the candidate.

vi. There will be no rounding-off of the percentage of marks of qualifying examination while deciding the
basic eligibility of any candidate for admission for e.g., if a candidate obtained 49.9% marks in his/her
qualifying examination, then it will not be rounded-off to 50%. Therefore, the candidate is not eligible for
that programme where minimum requirement of marks is 50%. In case candidate for any reason fills the
minimum% wrongly in Verification Form, he/she shall be solely responsible.
vii. The students must go through the university website from time to time. The college will adhere to any
changes pertaining to any of the above given terms and conditions.
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viii. In case of any difference in the interpretation of the Admission Brochure of the College and its clauses, the
decision of the Principal, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College, Delhi Kendra shall be final.
Note: Submission of the Admission form by the students will be taken as an evidence that he/she has gone
through all the terms and conditions and all these terms and conditions are acceptable to students and
their parents/guardians.

Important Instructions
1. The term “University”, in this admission brochure shall mean the Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha
University.
2. The application forms shall be available in the online mode only from the University Website: http://www.
ipu.ac.in
3. The last date of application may be extended for any program or program group for which a common
entrance test is to be conducted by the University.
4. It is the responsibility of the candidates to ascertain whether he/she possess the requisite eligibility
and qualifications for admission. Appearing for the written examination does not necessarily mean
acceptance of eligibility (Chapter 2).
5. The applicants are advised that since the form filling as well as admit cards shall be made available through
the online mode only; they must keep the details of their login id and the password secure and safe.
6. There will be no rounding-off of the percentage of marks of qualifying examination while deciding the basic
eligibility of any candidate for admission e.g., if a candidate obtained 49.99% marks in his/her qualifying
examination, then it will not be rounded-off to 50%.
7. If a candidate clears the qualifying examinations in a particular year (A), and in the subsequent year (B)
appears in the improvement examinations, then in the year B or later, if the candidate applies on the basis
of the qualifying examination, the best marks obtained in the two result of the examination held in the
year A or B, for a specific subject, shall be used for calculation / verification of eligibility for all papers for
which result was declared by the examining body of the qualifying examinations.
8. For ascertaining the eligibility conditions, combination of marksheets, shall be allowed, only and only if
the marksheets are from the same Board. If any particular candidate changes the Board e.g. CBSE to NIOS,
an appropriate proof of accepting the marks of earlier Board shall be required, by the new Board. Thus,
such candidate shall supply the one complete marksheet making him eligible.
9. No admitted student pursuing a programme of study from the Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha
University is allowed to pursue any other (2nd or more) degree / diploma programme of study from
any University including GGSIPU at any given moment of time.
If at any stage it is found that an admitted student has registered for more than one programme of
study in GGSIPU or any other University, simultaneously then the admission of such a candidate shall
be cancelled from all programs of studies of GGSIPU and fee will be forfeited.
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10. All candidates desirous of seeking admission to any program of study and/or any institution (including the
University Schools of Studies) affiliated to the University, shall be bound by the conditions as laid down
in this admission brochure; and the rules and regulations as enshrined in the University Act, Statutes,
Ordinances, notifications, and guidelines issued from time to time by the University. The medium of
instruction for all program of studies offered in the University shall be English unless otherwise specified
in the Scheme and Syllabi of Examinations of the concerned program of study.
11. If it is found at any stage during the entire period of the programme that the candidate has furnished any
false or incorrect information in the application form or at the time of counseling/admission, his/her
candidature for the programme will be cancelled summarily. In addition, disciplinary action may be taken
against him/her as per the University rules.
12. If the University is not satisfied with the character, past behavior, or antecedents of a candidate, it can
refuse to admit him/her to any course of study of the University.
13. It will also be the sole responsibility of the candidates themselves to make sure that they are eligible
and fulfill all the conditions prescribed for admission. Before filling-up the admission verification form
at the time of counselling/ allotment of seats, candidate should ensure that he/she fulfills all eligibility
conditions as laid down in this Admission Brochure. If it is found at any stage during the entire period of
the programme that the candidate does not fulfill the requisite eligibility conditions his/her admission will
be cancelled and disciplinary action will be initiated against him/her, and entire fee will also be forfeited.
14. All admitted students to any programme / institution (affiliated institutions of the University and / or
University Schools of Studies) and their parents/guardian shall have to give an affidavit / undertaking for
not indulging in any Ragging during the tenure of the student in the University.
15. All admissions in the University shall be provisional till regularized by the University.
16. Result of qualifying examinations to fulfill the eligibility criteria for admission in a specific programme
of study (as specified in admission brochure) for the admissions to the University must be declared on or
before the grant of admission to the candidate.
17. The last date of admissions as notified by the university. Thereafter, vacancy (if any) in any programme of
study shall be filled up by the University as notified.
18. The Admission Brochure contains only brief extract of the ordinances, rules and regulations of the
University. The candidates should, therefore, acquaint themselves with the relevant ordinances, rules and
regulations of the University regarding eligibility requirements, attendance, examination and other matters
pertaining to their respective courses.
Note: Please refer to University Admission Brochure for detailed instructions.
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Three Year B.B.A Course at a Glance
Syllabus: http://www.ipu.ac.in/usms/USMS_Syllabus/usmsbba020718.pdf
Semester 1

Semester 2 Semester 3

Semester 4 Semester 5

Semester 6

Total

No. of Courses

6

6

6

7

6

6

37

No. of Credits

22

22

22

22

26

26

140

Semester 5

Semester 6

Total

B. Com. (Hons.): Three-Year (6-Semester) CBCS Programme at a Glance
Syllabus: http://www.ipu.ac.in/usms/USMS_Syllabus/usmsbcom020718.pdf
Semester 1

Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4

No. of Courses

6

6

7

8

6

7

40

No. of Credits

22

24

24

28

24

26

148

Semester 5 Semester 6

Total

Three Year B.A. English (H) Course at a Glance
Semester 1 Semester 2

Semester 3 Semester 4

No. of Courses

4

4

4

4

4

4

24

No. of Credits

20

20

20

20

20

20

120

Semester 5 Semester 6

Total

Three Year B.A. Economics (H) Course at a Glance
Semester 1 Semester 2

Semester 3 Semester 4

No. of Courses

4

4

5

5

4

4

26

No. of Credits

19

19

24

24

20

20

126
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Other Important Information
§

Online Counselling Schedule: visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)

§

Undertaking for defense category: Appendix 1, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)

§

Certificate for availing Admission Against Physically Handicapped/ Persons with Disability Quota:
Appendix 2, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)

§

Undertaking for Minority Candidates: Appendix 3(A), visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)

§

Undertaking for Sikh Minority Community: Appendix 3(B), visit university website
(http://www.ipu.ac.in)

§

Medical Certificate: Appendix 6, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)

§

Preference Sheet: Appendix 7, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)

§

Form for withdrawal of Admissions: Appendix 8, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)

§

Form for Refund of Excess Fee: Appendix 9, visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)

§

Undertaking by the students and the parents with respect to Anti Ragging: Appendix 13 & 14,
Visit university website (http://www.ipu.ac.in)
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Students are required to bring the following documents at the time of counselling:
1) Mark-sheets and Degree: (Original certificate + 2 photocopies- attested by a Gazette officer or selfattested)
i.

Class X/ D.O.B (Marksheet & Certificate)

ii. Class XII(Marksheet & Certificate)

Note: a. Title of the papers appeared at the Class X & XII must be clearly mentioned along with paper code in
the photocopy of mark sheet or its back side.
b. In case of students who have passed their qualifying examination through distance/open education
from any recognized University/ Board/ Institution, the necessary documentary evidence related to
location of his/her study centre i.e. study Centre proof, certificate from university imparting Open/
distance education certifying the location of study centre must be submitted for verification of Delhi /
Outside Delhi Candidates.
c.

The candidates who have passed the qualifying examination through Distance/Open Education system
of any recognized University/Board and fail to provide the proof of his/her study centre issued by the
respective Board / University of being in Delhi shall not be considered for Delhi region Seats and shall
be considered for admission in the Outside Delhi Region Category.

d. The candidate must bring in writing the certificate issued by the concerned University imparting
Distance/ Open Education stating clearly that the study centre of the candidate is/was in Delhi or
Outside Delhi. The I-card or any other document will not be considered as proof of study centre by
the Admission Officer.
2) CET documents: (Original + 2 photocopies)
i.

Registration Details

ii. CET Roll no. cum Admit Card – In Case of lost CET Admit card, Student should submit a copy of FIR
(Offline or Online).
iii. Provisional Allotment Letter
iv. Part Academic Fee Receipt (GGSIPU)
3) Character Certificate (in Original): From the head of the institution from which the qualifying
examination is passed or from a Gazette Officer. It should not be more than six months old.
4) Medical Certificate: Certified by medical officer or MBBS Doctor with valid registration under MCI of
India act
5) Reserved Category Certificate (in the name of the student)
6) Undertakings
7) Two Photographs
8) Fee Reciepts
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Fee Structure 2022-23
Chapter 14: http://www.ipu.ac.in/Pubinfo2022/adm22brgen030322.pdf
FOR ALL OTHER FULL TIME PROGRAMMES
FOR B.COM.(H), B.A. ENG.(H), B.A. ECO.(H) (Tentative*)
Sl.
No.

Fee Head

Amount (Rs.)

1

Tuition Fee (Per Annum)

2

University’s Charges (Per Annum)

3

Alumni Contribution Fund (One Time Non refundable)

4

Security Deposit (One Time – Refundable)

10,000/-

5

Total Fee (Per Annum)

95,800/-

6

Less: Part Academic Fee paid at university

7

Fee payable at college Mode of payment (Demand Draft or Online)

63,800/-**
20,000/2,000/-

—40,000/55,800/-

FOR BBA (Tentative*)
Sl. No. Fee Head

Amount (Rs.)

1

Tuition Fee (Per Annum)

70,000/-**

2

University’s Charges (Per Annum)

3

Alumni Contribution Fund (One Time Non refundable)

4

Security Deposit (One Time – Refundable)

5

Total Fee (Per Annum)

1,02,000/-

6

Less: Part Academic Fee paid at university

—40,000/-

7

Fee payable at college Mode of payment (Demand Draft or Online)

20,000/2,000/10,000/-

62,000/-

Note:
i. * * The fee structures are liable to change as per Notification from GGSIPU/DHE.
ii. See Page no.161 http://www.ipu.ac.in/Pubinfo2022/adm22brgen030322.pdf
iii. DD must be drawn as per information on our website (www.bvbdelhi.org)
iv. Please take out a print of the Online payment mode. Visit our website (www.bvbdelhi.org)
v. * This is a tentative Fee structure. Final Fee structure will be notified by GGSIPU & students will
have to adhere to it
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Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan College,
Delhi Kendra
K. G. Marg, New Delhi- 110001

Important Instructions for Students Seeking Admission in Courses (2022-23)
Students desirous of seeking admission in the present batch of B.B.A/B.COM(H),B.A.ENG (H) and
B.A.ECO(H) (2022-23) must go through the following instructions before coming to the college for reporting:
1. Please see the College and GGSIPU Website throughly.
2. Go through the conditions for eligibility and other mandatory requirements very meticulously.
3. After getting the college allocated during any round of the counselling, the students needs to contact any
of the Tel. no. given on the Cover page for details. The student needs to purchase Admission Brochure.
All the forms need to be filled and the fee should be deposited online at bvbdelhi.org as per details
mentioned on the website.
4. The students must get signatures of their parents / guardian on the places where required.
6. All students must submit an undertaking for adhering to any changes in fee structure of the college as
notified by GGSIPU. There may be increase in the fee structure decided by the GGSIPU and Directorate
of Higher Education (DHE).
7. The students must bring all documents required as given in the admission brochure.
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Documents Checklist:
S.No. Documents
1

CET Roll No. cum Admit Card

2

CET Registration Details

3

Provisional Allotment Letter

4

Part Academic Fee Receipt (GGSIPU)

5

Marks Sheet &Original Certificates of Class X

6

Marks Sheet & Original Certificates of Class XII

7

Marks Sheet & Original Certificates of Graduation
(I, II, III Year) (if any)

9

Any other certificate/ qualification

10

Character Certificate (Original+ Photocopy)
(Not more than six months old)

11

Medical Certificate with valid registration under
MCI of India Act( Original+ Photocopy)

12

Certificate for availing admission against disability
Quota

13

Reserved Category Certificate(in name of student)
i.e., Gen/OBC/SC/ST/Kashmiri Migrant/Defense/
Minority

14

Anti- Ragging Undertaking by student and
by parents

15

Fee payment receipt of college

16

Attendance Compliance Undertaking (Parent/guardian and Student)

17

Adherence to fee policy undertaking (signed by
student and parent/ guardians)

Original Certificate Two Photocopies
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BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN COLLEGE

Delhi Kendra, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi – 110001
(Affiliated to GGSIPU)
Website : www.bvbdelhi.org • E-mail : blmce@bvbdelhi.org • Ph. : 011-23388869, 9818676494

